Hope Travels, A Story Trails Production, Episode 6: Returning
NARRATOR:

Hope Travels, a Story Trails Production episode six: Returning

SFX:

Interior ambience & magic diary sound

HOPE:

Dear Travel Journal. Well, this is it. The end of the road…
not that I’m on a road. Actually, I’m in a library.
WaKEYFiled Library. Sorry, no. Wakefield library. That’s
right. I think. It’s been one heck of an adventure, but it’s
time to head home! Val’s been in touch. Apparently, the
decision about whether to permanently open the gateways between
the enchanted place and this world is taking place really soon.
And I don’t want to miss that. I’ve collected valuable data
since being here and I’m convinced that humans and enchanted
creatures need the gateways to re-open.

BEAT
HOPE CONT:

I think that, maybe, we can help humans restore some… balance.
Help them appreciate how connected everything is on this
planet. And humans… well humans can help to restore our magic.
These libraries are incredible. They don’t just contain magic,
they create it. Everyone that comes here leaves a little more…
filled up.

BEAT
HOPE CONT:

And the small humans! Wow – the small humans are amazing.
They only need a tiny trickle of story-magic and they’re
bursting with it! So much imagination. So much excitement.
So many ideas! It’s all magic. Every bit of it. Alice
thought she fell into a wonderland when she visited the
enchanted place, but to me this is the wonderland.

BEAT
HOPE CONT:

And I need to tell the council of enchanted beings myself. If
they decide to keep the gateways closed, it’ll be disastrous
for us all. I’m sure of it! Val’s been saying for ages that
we need humans and she’s right.

BEAT
HOPE CONT:

But… if I’m honest, that’s not the only reason that I’m leaving
now. For all the magic here, I keep getting drained. I’m sure
it’s got something to do with the environment. I can feel it…
struggling. And something about that… seems to sap me. I
wonder how it affects humans? It must have some sort of
impact…I wonder if they notice? Or are they too busy staring
at those magic boxes they carry around? Humans need to look up
and really be in the world around them a little more. I’m sure
it would be good for them… and good for the world too.

BEAT
HOPE CONT:

Listen to me blabbering on when I’ve got a journey to make!
Time to travel home! I fuelled up on some books earlier, so I
think I’ve got just enough energy to open a gateway. There

should be one somewhere here… I can feel something right…
there.
SFX:

fizzle magic sound

HOPE CONT:

Right. Here I go then.
gap! HGNnnnnn

SFX:

Magic energy sound – fizzles out.

HOPE:

That’s strange… it should have worked.

Gotta concentrate to open up a little

BEAT
HOPE:

I’ll try again.

SFX:

Magic energy sound – fizzles out.

HOPE:

Come on!

SFX:

Magic energy sound – builds up.

HOPE:

That’s it!

SFX:

Magic energy sound – big BUZZ!

HOPE:

Now. Here. I. Go!

SFX:

Hope jumping sound and magic fizzle fuzzle…

HOPE:

Something’s wrong! The gateway’s not working properly! I’m
suck! If you can hear this! If anyone can hear this please
help! I need your magic. Send me your ideas, your
imagination, your creativity! Please help! If you can hear
me, you can free me! You can! You can do it!

Just… a little… more!

END
Narrator:

You’ve been listening to Hope Travels, an audio series funded
as part of WordFest and Festival of the Earth, led by Wakefield
Council through Creative Wakefield until October 2021 across
the Wakefield district.
Hope Travels has been written, acted and produced by Beccy Dye
(nee Stirrup) of Story Trails. See the Show Notes for a full
list of sound effects, and a link to the episode script.
Oh dear – it looks like Hope is somehow stuck in the inbetween! She’s right though, we can help her. All you need to
do is to let her know your favourite stories or poems or songs,
let her know your ideas to help the environment. Let her know
and you’ll free her!
If you’re a small human, then get a grown-up to help you help
Hope and ask them to @StoryTrailsUK or email
info@storytrails.co.uk. It’s up to you now – you can free
Hope!

Join us for Hope’s next adventure in the live performance Hope
Returns, touring the libraries across Wakefield and the WX
throughout October half-term!
Check out the storytrails website for more information:
www.storytrails.co.uk
Remember, a little hope can go a long way.

Episode Six Sound Effects:

Library ambience:
https://freesound.org/people/Hourofmidnight/sounds/325672/
Hourofmidnight, October 22nd, 2015
Magic Diary on/off:
https://freesound.org/people/smokinghotdog/sounds/584244/
smokinghotdog, August 21st, 2021
Fizzle:
https://freesound.org/people/michorvath/sounds/388247/
michorvath, April 16th, 2017
FizzleHiss:
https://freesound.org/people/Saltbearer/sounds/508759/
Saltbearer, March 13th, 2020
MagicWrong:
https://freesound.org/people/snzl/sounds/388530/
snzl, April 20th, 2017

